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Fix the errors!
Rewrite the passage with proper capitalization.
we were at the park on a bright saturday morning.
"hi mia", i heard a voice, "mr.wilson, what a
Pleasant Surprise!", i wished him back. mr.wilson
had come to invite me to washington, d.c. he
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spoke enthusiastically about the Pink backdrop of

the City. yes, it rang a bell. celebration was in the air. It was march, the month of
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Answer key

Fix the errors!
Rewrite the passage with proper capitalization.
we were at the park on a bright saturday morning.
"hi mia", i heard a voice, "mr.wilson, what a
Pleasant Surprise!", i wished him back. mr.wilson
had come to invite me to washington, d.c. he
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spoke enthusiastically about the Pink backdrop of

the City. yes, it rang a bell. celebration was in the air. It was march, the month of
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We were at the park on a bright Saturday morning. "Hi Mia", I heard a voice,
"Mr. Wilson, what a
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come to invite me to Washington, D.C. He spoke enthusiastically about the
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pink backdrop of the city. Yes,
it rang a bell. Celebration was in the air. It was
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